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Abstract
Understanding the connections between
unstructured text and semi-structured table
is an important yet neglected problem in
natural language processing. In this work,
we focus on content-based table retrieval.
Given a query, the task is to find the most
relevant table from a collection of tables.
Further progress towards improving this
area requires powerful models of semantic
matching and richer training and evalua-
tion resources. To remedy this, we present
a ranking based approach, and implement
both carefully designed features and neu-
ral network architectures to measure the
relevance between a query and the con-
tent of a table. Furthermore, we release an
open-domain dataset that includes 21,113
web queries for 273,816 tables. We con-
duct comprehensive experiments on both
real world and synthetic datasets. Results
verify the effectiveness of our approach
and present the challenges for this task.
1 Introduction
Table1 is a special and valuable information that
could be found almost everywhere from the Inter-
net. We target at the task of content-based table
retrieval in this work. Given a query, the task is
to find the most relevant table from a collection of
tables. Table retrieval is of great importance for
both natural language processing and information
retrieval. On one hand, it could improve existing
information retrieval systems. The well-organized
information from table, such as product compari-
son from different aspects and flights between two
∗ Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_
(information)
specific cities, could be used to directly respond to
web queries. On the other hand, the retrieved table
could be used as the input for question answering
(Pasupat and Liang, 2015).
Unlike existing studies in database community
(Cafarella et al., 2008; Balakrishnan et al., 2015)
that utilize surrounding text of a table or pager-
ank score of a web page, we focus on making
a thorough exploration of table content in this
work. We believe that content-based table retrieval
has the following challenges. The first challenge
is how to effectively represent a table, which is
semi-structured and includes many aspects such
as headers, cells and caption. The second chal-
lenge is how to build a robust model that mea-
sures the relevance between an unstructured nat-
ural language query and a semi-structured table.
Table retrieval could be viewed as a multi-modal
task because the query and the table are of differ-
ent forms. Moreover, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no publicly available dataset for ta-
ble retrieval. Further progress towards improving
this area requires richer training and evaluation re-
sources.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we
develop a ranking based approach. We separate
the approach into two cascaded steps to trade-off
between accuracy and efficiency. In the first step,
it finds a small set (e.g. 50 or 100) of candidate
tables using a basic similarity measurement. In
the second step, more sophisticated features are
used to measure the relevance between the query
and each candidate table. We implement two types
of features, including manually designed features
inspired by expert knowledge and neural network
models jointly learned from data. Both strategies
take into account the relevance between query and
table at different levels of granularity. We also in-
troduce a new dataset WebQueryTable for table re-
trieval. It includes 21,113 web queries from search
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log, and 273,816 web tables from Wikipedia.
We conduct comprehensive experiments on two
datasets, a real world dataset introduced by us, and
a synthetic dataset WikiTableQuestions (Pasupat
and Liang, 2015) which has been widely used for
table-based question answering. Results in vari-
ous conditions show that neural network models
perform comparably with carefully designed fea-
tures, and combining them both could obtain fur-
ther improvement. We study the influence of each
aspect of table for table retrieval, and show what
depth of table understanding is required to do well
on this task. Results show the difference between
question and web query, and present future chal-
lenges for this task.
This paper has the following contributions. We
develop both feature-based and neural network
based approaches, and conduct thorough experi-
ments on real world and synthetic datasets. We
release an open-domain dataset for table retrieval.
2 Task Definition
We formulate the task of table retrieval in this sec-
tion. Given a query q and a collection of tables
T = {t1, ..., tN}, the goal of table search is to find
a table ti that is most relevant to q.
Name Population
Amsterdam , North Holland 741,636
Rotterdam , South Holland 598,199
The Hague , South Holland 474,292
Utrecht , Utrecht 290,529
Biggest Cities Netherlands - GeoNames
major cities of netherlands Query
Headers
Cells
Caption
Figure 1: A example of query-table pair.
Typically, a query q is a natural language ex-
pression that consists of a list of words, such as
“major cities of netherlands”. A table t is a set
of data elements arranged by vertical columns and
horizontal rows. Formally, we define a table as a
triple t = {headers, cells, caption} that con-
sists of three aspects. A table could have multiple
headers, each of which indicates the property of
a column and could be used to identify a column.
A table could have multiple cells, each of which
is a unit where a row and a column intersects. A
table could have a caption, which is typically an
explanatory text about the table. Figure 1 gives an
example to illustrate different aspects of a table.
It is helpful to note that tables from the web are
not always “regular”. We regard a table as a “reg-
ular” table if it contains header, cell and caption,
and the number of cells in each row is equal to
the number of header cells. In this work, we make
a comprehensive study of table retrieval on reg-
ular tables, and would like to release benchmark
datasets of good quality. It is trivial to implement
heuristic rules so as to convert the irregular tables
to regular one, so we leave it to the future work.
3 Approach Overview
In this section, we give an overview of the pro-
posed approach. To build a system with high ef-
ficiency, we separate the task into two cascaded
modules, including candidate table retrieval and
table ranking. Candidate table retrieval aims to
find a small set of tables, such as 50 or 100. These
candidate tables will be further used in the table
ranking step, which uses more sophisticated fea-
tures to measure the relevance between a query
and a table. In the following subsections, we will
give the work-flow of candidate table retrieval and
table ranking. The detailed feature representation
will be described in the next section.
3.1 Candidate Table Retrieval
Candidate table retrieval aims to get a small can-
didate table set from the whole table set of large
scale, which is hundreds of thousands in our ex-
periment. In order to guarantee the efficiency of
the searching process, we calculate the similar-
ity between table and query with Okapi BM25
(Robertson et al., 1995), which is computation-
ally efficient and has been successfully used in in-
formation retrieval. Specifically, we represent a
query as bag-of-words, and represent table with
plain text composed by the words from caption
and headers. Given a query q = x1, x2, ..., xn, a
table t and the whole table set T , the BM25 score
of query q and table t is calculated as follows.
BM25(q, t) =
n∑
i=1
idf(xi)
tf(xi, t) · (k1 + 1)
tf(xi, T ) + k1(1− b+ b |t|avgtl )
where tf(xi, t) is the term frequency of word xi
in t, idf(xi) is its inverse document frequency,
avgtl is the average sequence length in the whole
table set T , and k1 and b are hyper-parameters.
3.2 Table Ranking
The goal of table ranking is to rank a short list of
candidate tables by measuring the relevance be-
tween a query and a table. We develop a feature-
based approach and a neural network approach,
both of them effectively take into account the
structure of table. The details about the features
will be described in next section. We use each fea-
ture to calculate a relevance score, representing the
similarity between a query and a table from some
perspective. Afterwards, we use LambdaMART
(Burges, 2010), a successful algorithm for solv-
ing real world ranking problem, to get the final
ranking score of each table.2 The basic idea of
LambdaMART is that it constructs a forest of de-
cision trees, and its output is a linear combination
of the results of decision trees. Each binary branch
in a decision tree specifies a threshold to apply to
a single feature, and each leaf node is real value.
Specifically, for a forest of N trees, the relevance
score of a query-table pair is calculated as follow,
s(q, t) =
N∑
i=1
witri(q, t)
where wi is the weight associated with the i-th
regression tree, and tri(·) is the value of a leaf
node obtained by evaluating i-th tree with features
[f1(q, t), ..., fK(q, t)]. The values of wi and the
parameters in tri(·) are learned with gradient de-
scent during training.
4 Matching between Query and Table
Measuring the relevance between a query and a
table is of great importance for table retrieval. In
this section, we present carefully designed features
and neural network architectures for matching be-
tween a query and a table.
4.1 Matching with Designed Features
We carefully design a set of features to match
query and table from word-level, phrase-level and
sentence-level, respectively. The input of a fea-
ture function are two strings, one query string q
and one aspect string ta. We separately apply each
of the following features to each aspect of a table,
resulting in a list of feature scores. As described
in Section 2, a table has three aspects, including
2We also implemented a ranker with linear regression,
however, its performance was obviously worse than Lamb-
daMART in our experiment.
headers, cells and caption. We represent each as-
pect as word sequence in this part.
(1) Word Level. We design two word matching
features fwmt and fmwq. The intuition is that a
query is similar to an aspect of table if they have a
large amount of word overlap. fwmt and fwmq are
calculated based on number of words shared by q
and ta. They are also normalized with the length
of q and ta, calculated as follows,
fwmt(ta, q) =
∑
w∈ta δ(w, q) · idf(w)∑
w′∈ta idf(w
′)
fwmq(ta, q) =
∑
w∈ta δ(w, q) · idf(w)∑
w′∈q idf(w′)
where idf(w) denotes the inverse document fre-
quency of word w in ta. δ(yj , q) is an indicator
function which is equal to 1 if yj occurs in q, and 0
otherwise. Larger values of fwmt(·) and fwmq(·)
correspond to larger amount of word overlap be-
tween ta and q.
(2) Phrase Level. We design a paraphrase-
based feature fpp to deal with the case that
a query and a table use different expressions
to describe the same meaning. In order to
learn a strong and domain-independent para-
phrase model, we leverage existing statistical
machine translation (SMT) phrase tables. A
phrase table is defined as a quadruple, namely
PT = {〈srci, trgi, p(trgi|srci), p(srci|trgi)〉},
where srci (or trgi) denotes a phrase, in source
(or target) language, p(trgi|srci) (or p(srci|trgi))
denotes the translation probability from srgi (or
trgi) to trgi (or srci). We use an existing SMT
approach (Koehn et al., 2003) to extract a phrase
table PT from a bilingual corpus. Afterwards,
we use PT to calculate the relevance between a
query and a table in paraphrase level. The intu-
ition is that, two source phrases that are aligned
to the same target phrase tend to be paraphrased.
The phrase level score is calculated as follows,
where N is the maximum n-gram order, which is
set as 3, and srcati,n and src
q
j,n are the phrase in
ta and q starts from the i-th and j-th word with
the length of n, and i ∈ {1, ..., |ta| − n+ 1} and
j ∈ {1, ..., |q| − n+ 1}.
fpp(ta, q) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
∑
i,j score(src
tq
i,n, src
q
j,n)
|ta| −N + 1
score(srcx; srcy) =
∑
PT
p(tgtk|srcx) · p(srcy|tgtk)
(3) Sentence Level. We design features to
match a query with a table at the sentence level.
We use CDSSM (Shen et al., 2014), which has
been successfully applied in text retrieval. The ba-
sic computational component of CDSSM is sub-
word, which makes it very suitable for dealing
the misspelling queries in web search. The model
composes sentence vector from sub-word embed-
ding via convolutional neural network. We use the
same model architecture to get query vector and
table aspect vector, and calculate their relevance
with cosine function.
fs1(ta, q) = cosine(cdssm(ta), cdssm(q))
We train model parameters on WikiAnswers
dataset (Fader et al., 2013), which contains almost
12M question-similar question pairs. In addition,
since vector average is an intuitive way to com-
pute sentence vector and does not induce addi-
tional parameters, we calculate another relevance
score by representing a query and a table aspect
with element-wise vector average. We use a pub-
licly available word embedding which is released
by Mikolov et al. (2013).
fs2(ta, q) = cosine(vec avg(ta), vec avg(q))
4.2 Matching with Neural Networks
We present neural network models for matching a
query with a table. As a table includes different
aspects such as headers, cells and caption, we de-
velop different strategies to measure the relevance
between a query and a table from different per-
spectives. In this subsection, we first describe the
model to compute query representation, and then
present the method that measures the relevance be-
tween a query and each aspect.
A desirable query representation should be sen-
sitive to word order as reversing or shuffling the
words in a query might result in totally different
intention. For example, “list of flights london to
berlin” and “list of flights berlin to london” have
different intentions. We use recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) to map a query of variable length to a
fixed-length vector. To avoid the problem of gradi-
ent vanishing, we use gated recurrent unit (GRU)
(Cho et al., 2014) as the basic computation unit,
which adaptively forgets the history and remem-
bers the input, and has proven to be effective in
sequence modeling (Chung et al., 2014). It re-
cursively transforming current word vector eqt with
the output vector of the previous step ht−1.
zi = σ(Wze
q
i + Uzhi−1)
ri = σ(Wre
q
i + Urhi−1)
h˜i = tanh(Whe
q
i + Uh(ri  hi−1))
hi = zi  h˜i + (1− zi) hi−1
where zi and ri are update and reset gates of GRU.
We use a bi-directional RNN to get the meaning of
a query from both directions, and use the concate-
nation of two last hidden states as the final query
representation vq = [
−→
h n,
←−
h n].
A table has different types of information, in-
cluding headers, cells and caption. We develop
different mechanisms to match the relevance be-
tween a query and each aspect of a table. An
important property of a table is that randomly
exchanging two rows or tow columns will not
change the meaning of a table (Vinyals et al.,
2015). Therefore, a matching model should en-
sure that exchanging rows or columns will result
in the same output. We first describe the method
to deal with headers. To satisfy these conditions,
we represent each header as an embedding vector,
and regard a set of header embeddings as exter-
nal memory Mh ∈ Rk×d, where d is the dimen-
sion of word embedding, and k is the number of
header cells. Given a query vector vq, the model
first assigns a probability αi to each memory cell
mi, which is a header embedding in this case.
Afterwards, a query-specific header vector is ob-
tained through weighted average (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), namely vheader =∑k
i=1 αimi, where αi ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of mi
calculated as below and
∑
i αi = 1.
αi =
exp(tanh(W [mi; vq] + b))∑k
j=1 exp(tanh(W [mj ; vq] + b))
Similar techniques have been successfully applied
in table-based question answering (Yin et al.,
2015b; Neelakantan et al., 2015). Afterwards, we
feed the concatenation of vq and vheader to a lin-
ear layer followed by a softmax function whose
output length is 2. We regard the output of the
first category as the relevance between query and
header. We use NN1() to denote this model.
fnn(header, q) = NN1(Mh, vq)
Since headers and cells have similar character-
istics, we use a similar way to measure the rele-
vance between a query and table cells. Specifi-
cally, we derive three memories Mcel, Mrow and
Mcol from table cells in order to match from cell
level, row level and column level. Each memory
cell in Mcel represents the embedding of a table
cell. Each cell in Mrow represent the vector a row,
which is computed with weighted average over the
embeddings of cells in the same row. We derive
the column memory Mcol in an analogous way.
We use the same module NN1() to calculate the
relevance scores for these three memories.
fnn(cell, q) = NN1(Mcel, vq)
fnn(column, q) = NN1(Mcol, vq)
fnn(row, q) = NN1(Mrow, vq)
Since a table caption is typically a descriptive
word sequence. We model it with bi-directional
GRU-RNN, the same strategy we have used for
modeling the query. We concatenate the caption
vector vcap with vq, and feed the results to a linear
layer followed by softmax.
fnn(caption, q) = NN2(vcap, vq)
We separately train the parameters for each as-
pect with back-propagation. We use negative log-
likelihood as the loss function.3
loss = − 1|D|
∑
(ta,q)∈D
log(fnn(ta, q))
5 Experiment
We describe the experimental setting and analyze
the results in this section.
5.1 Dataset and Setting
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly
available dataset for table retrieval. We introduce
WebQueryTable, an open-domain dataset con-
sisting of query-table pairs. We use search logs
from a commercial search engine to get a list of
queries that could be potentially answered by web
tables. Each query in query logs is paired with a
list of web pages, ordered by the number of user
clicks for the query. We select the tables occurred
in the top ranked web page, and ask annotators to
label whether a table is relevant to a query or not.
In this way, we get 21,113 query-table pairs. In the
real scenario of table retrieval, a system is required
to find a table from a huge collection of tables.
3We also implemented a ranking based loss function
max(0, 1−fnn(ta, q)+fnn(t∗a, q)), but it performed worse
than the negative log-likelihood in our experiment.
Therefore, in order to enlarge the search space of
our dataset, we extract 252,703 web tables from
Wikipedia and regard them as searchable tables as
well. Data statistics are given in Table 1.
WQT dataset WTQ dataset
# of tables 273,816 2,108
Avg # of columns 4.55 6.38
Max # of columns 52 25
Min # of columns 1 3
Avg # of rows 9.15 28.50
Max # of rows 1,517 754
Min # of rows 2 5
# of questions 21,113 22,033
Avg # of questions 4.61 11.25
Table 1: Statistics of WebQueryTable (WQT)
dataset and WikiTableQuestions (WTQ) dataset.
We sampled 200 examples to analyze the dis-
tribution of the query types in our dataset. We ob-
serve that 69.5% queries are asking about “a list of
XXX”, such as “list of countries and capitals” and
“major cities in netherlands”, and about 24.5%
queries are asking about an attribute of an object,
such as “density of liquid water temperature”. We
randomly separate the dataset as training, valida-
tion, test with a 70:10:20 split.
We also conduct a synthetic experiment for ta-
ble retrieval on WikiTableQuestions (Pasupat and
Liang, 2015), which is a widely used dataset for
table-based question answering. It contains 2,108
HTML tables extracted from Wikipedia. Work-
ers from Amazon Mechanical Turk are asked to
write several relevant questions for each table.
Since each query is written for a specific table,
we believe that each pair of query-table can also
be used as an instance for table retrieval. The
difference between WikiTableQuestions and We-
bQueryTable is that the questions in WikiTable-
Questions mainly focus on the local regions, such
as cells or columns, of a table while the queries
in WebQueryTable mainly focus on the global
content of a table. The number of table index
in WikiTableQuestions is 2,108, which is smaller
than the number of table index in WebQueryTable.
We randomly split the 22,033 question-table pairs
into training (70%), development (10%) and test
(20%).
In the candidate table retrieval phase, we encode
a table as bag-of-words to guarantee the efficiency
of the approach. Specifically, on WebQueryTable
dataset we represent a table with caption and head-
ers. On WikiTableQuestions dataset we represent
a table with caption, headers and cells. The re-
calls of the candidate table retrieval step on Wik-
iTableQuestions and WebQueryTable datasets are
56.91% and 69.57%, respectively. The perfor-
mance of table ranking is evaluated with Mean Av-
erage Precision (MAP) and Precision@1 (P@1)
(Manning et al., 2008). When evaluating the per-
formance on table ranking, we filter out the fol-
lowing special cases that only one candidate table
is returned or the correct answer is not contained
in the retrieved tables in the first step. Hyper pa-
rameters are tuned on the validation set.
5.2 Results on WebQueryTable
Table 2 shows the performance of different ap-
proaches on the WebQueryTable dataset.
Setting MAP P@1
BM25 58.23 47.12
Feature 61.02 47.79
NeuralNet 61.94 49.02
Feature + NeuralNet 67.18 54.15
Table 2: Results on the WebQueryTable dataset.
We compare between different features for ta-
ble ranking. An intuitive baseline is to repre-
sent a table as bag-of-words, represent a query
with bag-of-words, and calculate their similarity
with cosine similarity. Therefore, we use the
BM25 score which is calculated in the candidate
table retrieval step. This baseline is abbreviated
as BM25. We also report the results of using
designed features (Feature) described in Section
4.1 and neural networks (NeuralNet) described
in Section 4.2. Results from Table 2 show that
the neural networks perform comparably with the
designed features, and obtain better performance
than the BM25 baseline. This results reflect the
necessary of taking into account the table struc-
ture for table retrieval. Furthermore, we can find
that combining designed features and neural net-
works could achieve further improvement, which
indicates the complementation between them.
We further investigate the effects of headers,
cells and caption for table retrieval on WebQuery-
Table. We first use each aspect separately and
then increasingly combine different aspects. Re-
sults are given in Table 3. We can find that in
general the performance of an aspect in designed
features is consistent with its performance in neu-
ral networks. Caption is the most effective aspect
on WebQueryTable. This is reasonable as we find
that majority of the queries are asking about a list
of objects, such as “polish rivers”, “world top 5
mountains” and “list of american cruise lines”.
These intentions are more likely to be matched in
the caption of a table. Combining more aspects
could get better results. Using cells, headers and
caption simultaneously gets the best results.
Setting
Feature NeuralNet
MAP P@1 MAP P@1
Header (H) 22.39 9.76 26.03 13.35
Cell (Cel) 28.85 14.95 27.47 12.92
Caption (Cap) 57.12 56.83 60.16 48.48
H + Cel 31.99 17.08 30.73 16.25
H + Cel + Cap 61.02 47.79 61.94 49.02
Table 3: Performance on WebQueryTable dataset
with different aspects.
Moreover, we investigate whether using a
higher threshold could obtain a better precision.
Therefore, we increasingly use a set of thresholds,
and calculate the corresponding precision and re-
call in different conditions. An instance is consid-
ered to be correct if the top ranked table is correct
and its ranking score is greater than the threshold.
Results of our NeuralNet approach on WebQuery-
Table are given in 2. We can see that using larger
threshold results in lower recall and higher preci-
sion. The results are consistent with our intuition.
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Figure 2: PR Curve on WebQueryTable.
We conduct case study on our NeuralNet ap-
proach and find that the performance is sensitive
to the length of queries. Therefore, we split the
test set to several groups according to the length
of queries. Results are given in Figure 4. We
can find that the performance of the approach de-
creases with the increase of query length. When
the query length changes from 6 to 7, the per-
formance of P@1 decreases rapidly from 58.12%
Retrieved Result (Wrong) Ground truth
life expectancy of German shepherd mix
Weekday Date Year Rank State Life Expectancy Rank Dog Breed Average Lifespan
Tue 9-Jul 2013 1 Hawaii 81.3 1 Labrador Retriever 11 Years
Sun 29-Jun 2014 2 Minnesota 81.1 2 German Shepherd 11 Years
Thu 18-Jun 2015 3 Connecticut 80.8 3 Golden Retriever 11 Years
Tue 7-Jun 2016 4 California 80.8 4 Beagle 12-15 Years
List of U.S. states by life expectancy - Wikipedia Life Expectancy of Dogs: How Long Will My Dog Live?
Ramadan dates Malaysia 2016
Ramadan begins in Malaysia - Timeanddate.com
(a) (b)
Retrieved Result (Correct)
Figure 3: Results generated by NeuralNet on WebQueryTable.
to 50.23%. Through doing case study, we find
that long queries contain more word dependencies.
Therefore, having a good understanding about the
intention of a query requires deep query under-
standing. Leveraging external knowledge to con-
nect query and table is a potential solution to deal
with long queries.
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Figure 4: P@1 with different query length on We-
bQueryTable dataset.
We illustrate two examples generated by our
NeuralNet approach in Figure 3. The example in
Figure 3(a) is a satisfied case that the top ranked
result is the correct answer. We can find that the
model uses evidences from different aspects to
match between a query and a table. In this exam-
ple, the supporting evidences come from caption
(“ramadan” and “malaysia”), headers (“dates”)
and cells (“2016”). The example in Figure 3(b) is
a dissatisfied case. We can find that the top ranked
result contains “life expectancy” in both caption
and header, however, it is talking about the peo-
ple in U.S. rather than “german shepherd”. De-
spite the correct table contains a cell whose con-
tent is “german shepherd”, it still does not obtain
a higher rank than the left table. The reason might
be that the weight for header is larger than the
weight for cells.
5.3 Results on WikiTableQuestions
Table 4 shows the results of table ranking on the
WikiTableQuestions dataset.
Setting MAP P@1
BM25 51.02 41.02
CDSSM-Header 45.92 31.58
Feature 67.70 56.25
NeuralNet 67.44 54.95
Feature + NeuralNet 72.49 61.50
Table 4: Results on the WikiTableQuestions
dataset with different features.
We implement two baselines. The first baseline
is BM25, which is the same baseline we have used
for comparison on the WebQueryTable dataset.
The second baseline is header grounding, which is
partly inspired by Venetis et al. (2011) who show
the effectiveness of the semantic relationship be-
tween query and table header. We implement a
CDSSM (Shen et al., 2014) approach to match
between a table header and a query. We train
the model by minimizing the cross-entropy error,
where the ground truth is the header of the answer.
Results are given in Table 4. We can find that de-
signed features perform comparably with neural
networks, and both of them perform better than
BM25 and column grounding baselines. Combin-
ing designed features and neural networks obtains
further improvement.
We also study the effects of different aspects on
the WikiTableQuestions dataset. Results are given
in Table 5. We can find that the effects of different
aspect in designed features and neural networks
are consistent. Using more aspects could achieve
better performance. Using all aspects obtains the
best performance. We also find that the most ef-
fective aspect for WikiTableQuestions is header.
This is different from the phenomenon in Web-
Setting
Feature NeuralNet
MAP P@1 MAP P@1
Header (H) 46.36 32.52 52.93 36.47
Cell (Cel) 44.33 30.97 43.49 26.41
Caption (Cap) 33.36 24.79 46.83 31.54
H + Cel 60.03 47.42 60.55 45.71
H + Cel + Cap 67.70 56.25 67.44 54.95
Table 5: Results on the WikiTableQuestions
dataset with different aspects.
QueryTable that the most effective aspect is cap-
tion. We believe that this is because the questions
in WikiTableQuestions typically include content
constrains from cells or headers. Two randomly
sampled questions are “which country won the
1994 europeans men’s handball championship’s
preliminary round?” and “what party had 7,115
inactive voters as of october 25, 2005?”. On the
contrary, queries from WebTableQuery usually do
not use information from specific headers or cells.
Examples include “polish rivers”, “world top 5
mountains” and “list of american cruise lines”.
From Table 1, we can also find that the question
in WikiTableQuestions are longer than the queries
in WebQueryTable. In addition, we observe that
not all the questions from WikiTableQuestions are
suitable for table retrieval. An example is “what
was the first player to be drafted in this table?”.
6 Related Work
Our work connects to the fields of database and
natural language processing.
There exists several works in database com-
munity that aims at finding related tables from
keyword queries. A representative work is given
by Cafarella et al. (2008), which considers table
search as a special case of document search task
and represent a table with its surrounding text and
page title. Limaye et al. (2010) use YAGO on-
tology to annotate tables with column and rela-
tionship labels. Venetis et al. (2011) go one step
further and use labels and relationships extracted
from the web. Pimplikar and Sarawagi (2012) fo-
cus on the queries that describe table columns, and
retrieve tables based on column mapping. There
also exists table-related studies such as search-
ing related tables from a table (Das Sarma et al.,
2012), assembling a table from list in web page
(Gupta and Sarawagi, 2009) and extracting tables
using tabular structure from web page (Gatter-
bauer et al., 2007). Our work differs from this
line of research in that we focus on exploring the
content of table to find relevant tables from web
queries.
Our work relates to a line of research works
that learn continuous representation of structured
knowledge with neural network for natural lan-
guage processing tasks. For example, Neelakan-
tan et al. (2015); Yin et al. (2015b) develop neu-
ral operator on the basis of table representation
and apply the model to question answering. Yin
et al. (2015a) introduce a KB-enhanced sequence-
to-sequence approach that generates natural lan-
guage answers to simple factoid questions based
on facts from KB. Mei et al. (2016) develop a
LSTM based recurrent neural network to generate
natural language weather forecast and sportscast-
ing commentary from database records. Serban
et al. (2016) introduce a recurrent neural network
approach, which takes fact representation as input
and generates factoid question from a fact from
Freebase. Lebret et al. (2016) presented an neural
language model that generates biographical sen-
tences from Wikipedia infobox.
Our neural network approach relates to the re-
cent advances of attention mechanism and rea-
soning over external memory in artificial intelli-
gence (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Sukhbaatar et al.,
2015; Graves et al., 2016). Researchers typi-
cally represent a memory as a continuous vector
or matrix, and develop neural network based con-
troller, reader and writer to reason over the mem-
ory. The memory could be addressed by a “soft”
attention mechanism trainable by standard back-
propagation methods or a “hard” attention mecha-
nism trainable by REINFORCE (Williams, 1992).
In this work, we use the soft attention mechanism,
which could be easily optimized and has been suc-
cessfully applied in nlp tasks (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015).
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we give an empirical study of
content-based table retrieval for web queries. We
implement a feature-based approach and a neural
network based approach, and release a new dataset
consisting of web queries and web tables. We con-
duct comprehensive experiments on two datasets.
Results not only verify the effectiveness of our
approach, but also present future challenges for
content-based table retrieval.
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